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Letter from the President
Nema Milaninia 1
There is an oft-quoted eighth century poem written by the renowned Iranian poet, Sa’adi,
that was inscribed into the entrance of the Hall of Nations at the United Nations. The poem,
depicting the universality of mankind, states in Farsi:

Symbolically, Sa’adi’s poem does three things. First, it demonstrates the presence and
impact Iranians have historically made in this world and in the United States. Second, and more
paradoxically, it captures the idea that we are both different and similar to other communities and
cultures. Lastly, Sa’adi emphasizes the importance of serving those who are less advantaged than
us by noting that we are all part and parcel of one another, and that by neglecting those in need,
we become affected as a whole.
Sa’adi’s poem, in many ways, captures the very reason in which the Iranian American
Bar Association (IABA) was created. As Iranian-Americans, we are both distinct and similar to
the community around us. Distinct in the sense that we share a different cultural history, as
evidenced by our special traditions, language, and cultural practices. Similar, in that, at its core,
we are in no respect different than any other person who lives in this country. As noted by a
respected colleague of mine, “we are no worse, and also no better, but continue to be different.”
The creation of a bar association ,that is designed to serve the interests of IranianAmericans and also the community at large, is precisely a response to that genuine philosophy.
The growth of the Iranian-American community over the past decade necessitated the creation of
a bar association to both connect legal scholars, advocates and students of Iranian descent, and to
collaborate together in order to improve and advance the interests of the Iranian-American
community. It is for this reason that the IABA was formed in 2000 and that it continues to grow
exponentially each year and has chapters and members all over the country, including Chicago,
Houston, New York City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and San Diego.
As judges, lawyers, and law students, we possess specific skills, knowledge, talents and
attributes which make us vital assets to each other and our community. Because of these traits,
the IABA is dedicated toward three principal aims: 1) to educate each other and the IranianAmerican community; 2) to provide community outreach; and 3) to enable and encourage
business and social networking. As part of these aims, we provide you with the IABA Review, a
peer publication on insights into legal issues affecting our community. We hope that you enjoy
this publication and help us work together to fulfill IABA’s goals.
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The Iran Counter-Proliferation Act of 2007: An Analysis
Emily Blout 2
I. INTRODUCTION
The House of Representatives passed the Iran Counter-Proliferation Act 3 to impose
additional U.S. economic sanctions and trade regulations on Iran. 4 The Senate is in the process of
passing a parallel version. 5 Both bills include several critical measures, outlined here, which
would directly impact Iranian Americans and could have significant implications for the future of
U.S. policy toward Iran. Part I of this article introduces the Iran Counter-Proliferation Act of
2007. Part II analyzes the various components of the Iran Counter-Proliferation Act of 2007, the
various sanction laws passed by the U.S. in the recent years, and their potential effects on the
Iranian-American community. Part III discusses legislation recently introduced as alternatives to
the Iran Counter-Proliferation Act of 2007: the Iran Sanctions Act of 2008 and the
Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2008. Part IV concludes
that U.S. economic sanctions alone do not guarantee a change in the Iranian government’s
behavior rather a comprehensive strategy of engagement, combined with targeted international
sanctions and economic incentives, is required to resolve the present stand-off and permanently
reduce the likelihood of war.
II. ANALYSIS: VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF THE IRAN
COUNTER-PROLIFERATION ACT OF 2007
When the long title of the Iran Counter-Proliferation Act cleverly reads, “An Act to
enhance United States diplomatic efforts with respect to Iran,”6 one is inclined to believe that
passage would be a victory for diplomacy. But this bill would do nothing to enhance U.S.
diplomacy with Iran or its allies. It would do little to address Congress’ legitimate concerns
about Iran’s nuclear development, backing of destabilizing groups, and reckless threats against
Israel. Instead, this bill would continue to bind the hands of the current administration and every
administration thereafter in resolving the stand-off with Iran. This section will provide a point by
point analysis of the central provisions of the bill.
A. Removal of the Presidential Waiver
Under current law, the President of the United States may waive the application of
sanctions to nationals of a country if that county has agreed to impose independent economic
sanctions on Iran or if the President determines that doing so would serve the "national interest."
The presidential waiver authority is a key provision in existing sanction laws and was critical to
the passage of the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (“ILSA”) in 1996. 7
2
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Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-172, § 7, 110 Stat. 1541, 1546 (1996). “An
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In an apparent bow to the Administration’s pressure and acknowledgement of the
President's constitutionally mandated power over foreign policy, Congress fashioned ILSA, now
the Iran Sanctions Act (“ISA”), with a trap door built in: it places the burden of enforcing its
provisions on the shoulders of the President. In carefully crafted language, ILSA directs the
President to investigate cases of foreign investment in Iran's petroleum infrastructure. It is left to
the President's discretion when, or if, such investigation is concluded, thus allowing the
investigative stage to be carried on indefinitely.
All amendments and revisions since the ISA's inception have upheld this built in
flexibility, and the presidential waiver authority has been exercised by both the Clinton and Bush
administrations. As a result, no firms have been sanctioned under ISA since its inception. 8 But
the threat of sanctions, the State Department argues, is often enough. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice told Congress that sanction laws can serve as a symbolic tool to signal how
seriously the U.S. takes Iran’s proliferations and terrorism financing activities. Such laws can
also be used to persuade countries to pull out of Iran voluntarily. The prospect of extensive
penalties such as denial of export licenses and ineligibility for loans from the Export-Import Bank
of the U.S. and of being added to U.S. black list of terrorist financing entities via the Federal
Registrar may force businesses to think twice before dealing with Iran. 9
The House version of the bill contains a provision that would do away with the
presidential waiver authority. 10 Rep. Brad Sherman, a California republican, and many of the
325 House members that sponsored the bill believe the President is not doing enough to penalize
foreign entities that aid in the development of Iran’s weapons and nuclear program. 11 The
California republican criticized the President for failing to enforce existing sanction laws arguing
“Bush violates American laws in order to protect Iran’s business partners.” 12
B. Targeting Foreign Subsidiaries and Corporate Officers
Passage of the bill could have sweeping implications for U.S. corporations with foreign
subsidiaries. The bill would sanction U.S. companies with subsidiaries directed or formed to
trade with Iran. 13 Currently, foreign companies or persons that engage in proliferation related
trade may be subject to U.S. State Department sanctions under the Iran Nonproliferation Act of
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See H.R. 1400.
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Daily Forward, Jan. 23, 2008, at 1.
13
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2000. 14 In a dramatic departure from current sanctions policy, the bill would target corporate
officers of companies investing in Iran. 15 It would give the President authority to freeze the
assets of any corporate officer whose company invested more than $40 million in Iran's oil and
natural gas industry. 16
The international community has strongly opposed such measures in the past. Indeed,
U.S. trading partners have used various blocking measures to resist what they see as the
extraterritorial application of U.S. laws. In November 1996, the European Union (E.U.) issued
European Council Resolution 2271/96 17 in response to ILSA and other U.S. sanction laws. The
said regulation, inter alia, forbids E.U. businesses from recognizing U.S. sanction laws and
related trade regulations. 18 Current sanction laws have created a sort of double jeopardy. Foreign
companies find themselves trapped between reciprocal statues, with their home countries
prohibiting them from doing what is being mandated by the U.S. "If this bill passed [in its
current form]," said Simon Weber of the Organization for International Investment, "we would
see a major outcry from our European allies." 19
C. Penalizing Russia and “Calling Iran’s Bluff”
Congress has historically relied on foreign aid appropriations to penalize Russia for its
dealings with Iran. For Fiscal Year (FY) 2006, Congress withheld 60% of U.S. foreign aid
assistance to Russia when it failed to terminate technical assistance to Iran's nuclear and ballistic
missiles programs. The foreign aid appropriation for FY 2007 contained similar measures. The
bill would continue this tradition, restricting nuclear cooperation with Russia, if it continues to
support Iran's nuclear or advanced conventional weapons programs.
Over the years, Russia has indicated a desire to serve as a repository for U.S.-origin spent
nuclear fuel from countries such as South Korea, Switzerland, and Taiwan, estimating that it
could earn as much as $20 billion from the enterprise 20 The Bush Administration, like its
predecessor, has attempted to use the prospect of a civilian nuclear cooperation accord as
leverage in its effort to force Russia to abandon its nuclear and weapons dealings with Tehran.
The current bill would take away the President’s bargaining chip by rendering illegal all nuclear
cooperation under Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act 21 with Russia.
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The bill would also provide for the creation of an “international fuel bank” to supply
nuclear energy to select non-nuclear powers under the watch of the International Atomic Energy
Agency. 22 The project has been framed as an attempt to “call Iran’s bluff” on its professed
peaceful nuclear energy ambitions. “If Tehran is true to its word, it would welcome the chance to
secure a stable supply of nuclear fuel and halt its enrichment activities,” said the late
Congressman Tom Lantos, who oversaw the passage of similar bill in the House last June. 23
While this provision may be aimed at undercutting Iran's need for enrichment, it precludes Iran,
as a country on the State Department’s list of state sponsors of terror, from accessing the fuel
bank.
D. U.S. Imports, Aviation Exports, World Bank Development Assistance Targeted
The bill would eliminate all imports from Iran. 24 Since the easing of trade restrictions in
2000, a handful of goods have been eligible for importation (with tariffs) including carpets, nuts,
dried fruits, carpets, and caviar. U.S. imports for such items totaled $143 million in 2006. 25 The
bill would do away with these rare exceptions, effectively barring all import of Iranian goods.
The senate bill provides an exception for the export of some U.S. food and medicines. 26
The bill would also end critical U.S. exports. Under current trade regulations, some
goods related to the safe operation of civilian aircraft may be licensed for export to Iran.
Consecutive administrations have rejected measures that would impinge on Iran's ability to repair
its existing fleet of commercial airliners, arguing that the export of spare parts to Iran's aging,
American-made commercial airplanes is a humanitarian and safety issue. “[I]n December 1999,
the Clinton administration allowed the repair of engine mountings on seven Iran Air 747s
(Boeings).” 27 Similarly, in September 2006, the Bush administration permitted General Electric
to sell Airbus engine spare parts to be installed on several Iran Air passenger aircraft by European
contractors. "We do not want to be in a position of threatening civil aviation," State Department
spokesman Sean McCormack said at the time. 28
The current bill would do away with such humanitarian exceptions. It would bar the
issuance of future licenses, revoke previously issued licenses, and generally prohibit the export or
re-export of all goods and services relating to civil aviation. The bill would also pressure the
World Bank to end its development assistance to Iran. 29 A provision of the bill would reduce
U.S. contributions each year by a percentage equal to the amount that the bank loaned to Iran in
the previous fiscal year. 30 A similar measure, in the FY 1994 – FY 1996 budget, contributed to
22
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the temporary halt to new World Bank lending to Iran. The bill would also provide a temporary,
nominal increase in processing fees for immigrant visas, border crossing IDs and non-immigrant
visas for persons from Iran. 31
At the same time, the bill includes a provision expressly intended to reflect Congress’s
good will toward the people of Iran. “The American people have feelings of friendship for the
Iranian people [and] regret that developments of recent decades have created impediments to that
friendship.” 32 The bill authorizes the President to carry out exchanges with the people of Iran,
particularly by identifying young people to come to the U.S. under the U.S. exchange programs. 33
Further, it allocates $10 million of State Department funding for cultural and academic exchanges
with Iran. 34
III. RECENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS: IRAN SANCTIONS ACT OF 2008, AND THE
COMPREHENSIVE IRAN SANCTIONS, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND DIVESTMENT ACT OF 2008

In June 2008, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Senator Max Baucus replaced
S. 970 with an original bill, the Iran Sanctions Act of 2008 (S. 3227). 35 The Baucus bill includes
many of the same measures of S. 970, but with a few key differences. S. 3227 preserves the
presidential waiver , thus allowing the President flexibility to waive the proscribed sanctions if
deemed in the "national interest." 36 It amends the export ban by providing an exception for items
of "humanitarian assistance provided to relieve human suffering" and informational materials, 37
whereas under S. 970, food and medicine were the only exceptions. 38 The bill also increases the
funding for exchanges with the people of Iran from $10 million to $15 million and adds a sunset
clause of five years. However, similar to S. 970, the Baucus bill bars all imports from Iran and
prohibits the U.S. from entering into a civilian nuclear cooperation agreement with Russia until it
has "suspended all nuclear assistance to Iran." 39

Instead of being referred to the Banking committee or the Foreign Relations committee,
both of which claimed jurisdiction over part or the entirety of S. 3227, it was placed on the Senate
calendar. A jurisdictional battle ensued, with Banking Committee chairman Senator Chris Dodd
introducing his own alternative to the Baucus proposal, the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions,
Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2008. 40
Similar to S. 3227, the Dodd bill preserves presidential waiver authority. 41 The Dodd bill
also provides the same exceptions to the U.S. export ban as included in S. 3227 for food,
medicine, and items of humanitarian assistance. 42 A notable difference is that the Dodd bill also
31
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41
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provides an exception of U.S. export of civilian aircraft parts. 43 Unlike S. 970 and S. 3227, the
Dodd bill also provides an exception to the US import ban, specifically for informational
materials. 44 It makes no mention of a U.S.-Russia nuclear cooperation agreement, which both the
Iran Counter-Proliferation Act and the Iran Sanctions Act had sought to prohibit.
Now that both Senate sanctions bills have passed their respective committees, Senators
Dodd, Baucus, and others will likely confer to produce a compromise bill. However, with
Congress due to adjourn in mid-September, it is unlikely that there will be enough time to debate
and pass a compromised version. If the bills are not voted upon in this Congressional session,
they must be re-introduced in the next Congress.
IV. CONCLUSION
More than 12 sanctions bills have been introduced in the 110th Congress. All of them
share the same objective and implementation strategy: to put an end to Iran’s nuclear enrichment
by exacting a cost on Iran’s leaders for its continued nuclear enrichment. 45 While the most recent
legislation, the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2008 does
the most to rectify several of the flaws of its predecessors, it falls short of providing real
solutions.
To be clear, unilateral economic sanctions are far from diplomacy. U.S. sanctions alone
do not guarantee a change in the Iranian government’s behavior. While the United States wastes
time pushing unilateral sanctions policy of dubious success, Iran’s nuclear program continues. A
comprehensive strategy of engagement, combined with targeted international sanctions and
economic incentives, is required to resolve the present stand-off and permanently reduce the
likelihood of war. Passage of additional sanctions this year will make it much harder for the next
administration to steer this country clear of its present collision course with Iran.
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IRAN AND UNITED STATES:
United States Breach of the Treaty of Amity Justified?
Alén Takhsh & Elizabeth Mirza Al-Dajani 46
I. INTRODUCTION
Relations, particularly trade relations, between the Islamic Republic of Iran 47 (“Iran”) and
the United States have been fraught with mistrust and animosity for more than two and half
decades. 48 The root of the jagged relationship dates back to the British and American-backed
coup d’état that ousted Iran’s democratically elected Prime Minister, Mohammed Mossadegh, in
1953. 49 Relations between the two countries were especially strained following the Islamic
Revolution of 1979, which forced the Shah (i.e., King) of Iran to flee and led to the infamous
444-day Iran hostage crisis. 50 Following the revolution, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the onceexiled Shiite religious leader, reigned supreme and laid the foundation upon which present-day
Iran’s anti-West stance is built. 51
Iran-U.S. relations were not always strained, however, as evidenced by the 1955 Treaty
of Amity, Economic and Consular Relations between the United States and Iran (“Treaty of
Amity”). The Treaty of Amity is a self-executing treaty that was passed by two thirds majority
vote of the U.S. Senate and was signed into law by President Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1957. 52
Nevertheless, following the Iran hostage crisis, the United States invoked the statutory provisions
of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (“IEEPA”) to restrict trade with Iran under
the pretext of an “emergency.” 53
The U.S.’s noncompliance with the Treaty of Amity has been criticized by, most notably,
Abolala Soudavar, an Iranian scholar whose articles have appeared in the New York Times and
the Washington Post. 54 In fact, Mr. Soudavar filed suit against the U.S. government in federal
court in 2001, praying for both injunctive relief and monetary damages, essentially arguing that:
1) the Treaty of Amity constitutes “Supreme Law of the Land” under Article II and Article IV of
the U.S. Constitution; 2) invocation of the IEEPA requires the existence of an “emergency;” 3) a
national emergency does not exist with respect to Iran, because “‘emergency’…refers to a short
46
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International Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50 U.S.C. 35 § 1701(2000).
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Abolala Soudavar Website, http://www.soudavar.com/page2.html (last visited Feb. 18, 2007).

term situation that by no stretch of the imagination can go on for nineteen years;” 55 and 4) the
U.S. is consequently in violation of the Treaty of Amity. The U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of Texas, Houston Division, dismissed Mr. Soudavar’s complaint (discussed infra). 56
Notwithstanding the federal district court’s threshold inquiries that dismissed Mr.
Soudavar’s cause of action, however, this article takes a closer look at the Treaty of Amity and
finds that, while it does constitute Supreme Law of the Land, the U.S.’s noncompliance is
justified under the IEEPA’s “emergency” provision.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Treaty of Amity: A Contractual Agreement
A contract is a legal agreement between two or more parties. A treaty is defined as a
contract in writing between two or more political authorities (as states or sovereigns) formally
signed by representatives duly authorized and usually ratified by the lawmaking authority of the
parties involved. 57 Moreover, a party to a treaty that fails to live up to its end of the bargain can
be held liable under international law for that breach. 58 The Latin maxim pacta sunt servanda,
meaning “pacts must be respected,” essentially states the salient principle of the law of treaties. 59
To that end, the Treaty of Amity between the U.S. and Iran emphasizes, in relevant part, “the
friendly relations which have long prevailed between [the people of the two states,
while]…encouraging mutually beneficial trade and investments and closer economic intercourse
generally between their peoples….” 60 Simply stated, the Treaty of Amity recognizes the long
standing cultural and economic relationship between Iranians and Americans and contemplates
greater exchange in the future.
B. IEEPA’s “National Emergency” Provision Broadly Applied
The IEEPA states in pertinent part that, “[t]he authorities granted to the President by
section 1702 of this title may only be exercised to deal with an unusual and extraordinary threat
with respect to which a national emergency has been declared.” 61 An “unusual and extraordinary
threat, which has its source in whole or substantial part outside the United States, to the national
security, foreign policy, or economy of the United States,” would be covered under the IEEPA. 62
The IEEPA was first invoked by President Jimmy Carter against Iran in response to the infamous
444-day hostage crisis of 1979 under the pretext of a “national emergency.” 63 Consequently,
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Michael P. Malloy, Economic Sanctions and Retention of Counsel, 9 ADMIN. L.J. AM. U. 515, 536
(1995).

President Carter imposed trade sanctions on exports to and imports from Iran, 64 which were
nevertheless lifted following the Algiers accord in 1981. 65 In 1987, President Ronald Reagan
reinstated trade sanctions against Iran following the Iran-Contra Affair, which have been
extended by each subsequent President, including President Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.
By way of comparison, other “national emergency” designations under the IEEPA have included
the apartheid government of South Africa, and Libya for its alleged role in the 1988 bombing of
Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. 66
C. Soudavar’s Cause of Action Meritless According to Federal District Court
The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas, Houston Division, dismissed
Mr. Soudavar’s 2001 complaint with prejudice. 67 As previously noted, Mr. Soudavar mainly
argues that: 1) The Treaty of Amity constitutes “Supreme Law of the Land” under Article II and
Article IV of the U.S. Constitution; 2) invocation of the IEEPA requires the existence of an
“emergency;” 3) a national emergency does not exist with respect to Iran, because
“‘emergency’…refers to a short term situation that by no stretch of the imagination can go on for
nineteen years;” 68 and 4) the U.S. is consequently in violation of the Treaty of Amity.
The district court did not reach the merits of Mr. Soudavar’s main contentions however,
instead finding that, inter alia: 1) the President enjoys absolute immunity from liability for
damages arising out of his official acts; 2) Mr. Soudavar lacks standing in that he has failed to
produce evidence of any economic injury in fact and any actual harm other than that “shared in
substantially equal measure by all or a large class of citizens;” and, last but not least, 3) the
existence or non-existence of a national emergency as it relates to the imposition of sanctions
against Iran is a nonjusticiable political question. 69 Notwithstanding these threshold inquiries,
however, the question remains as to whether the U.S.’s noncompliance with the Treaty of Amity
constitutes a breach of the bilateral agreement.
III. ANALYSIS
A. The Treaty of Amity Is Self-Executing
The Treaty of Amity is a self-executing treaty. Self-execution is one of the two requisite
components of a law constituting Supreme Law of the Land, with the other requirement being
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ratification by two-thirds of the U.S. Senate. 70 The phrase “self-executing” means that the
particular treaty in question is enforceable on its own merits, requiring no other post-ratification
action by the legislature. Id. Contrarily, a non-self-executing treaty does not impose any
obligations on the parties. In other words, it is aspirational in nature. Id. Furthermore, the terms
of a non-self-executing treaty can only be enforced if, in addition to ratification, its requisite
elements are satisfied. 71 In Sanchez-Llamas v. Oregon, the U.S. Supreme Court recently
reiterated the fact that if a treaty is non-self-executing in nature, it cannot be the Supreme Law of
the Land through mere ratification. 72
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is, by way of example, a non-self-executing
treaty. 73 It has earned this designation because its language does not impose firm obligations,
instead merely encouraging signatories to aspire to create an environment that honors human
rights. 74 On the other hand, the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations 75 (“Vienna
Convention”) is self-executing because the parties specifically agree to the terms contained
therein. 76 Here, the Treaty of Amity is self-executing because, much like the Vienna Convention,
it contains such phrases as “shall have,” “shall provide” or “shall receive” throughout, signifying
its binding nature. 77 The obligatory language of the Treaty of Amity’s provisions evidence an
intent on the part of the parties to be legally bound through mere ratification. Therefore, the
Treaty of Amity is a self-executing treaty.
B. The Treaty of Amity Is Supreme Law of the Land
Article VI, Paragraph 2 of the U.S. Constitution states in pertinent part that, “all Treaties
made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law
of the land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.” 78 The Treaty of Amity, having been signed
by President Dwight D. Eisenhower in his official capacity and having been ratified by two-thirds
of the U.S. Senate, while also being self-executing in nature, constitutes Supreme Law of the
Land. The Treaty of Amity remains enforceable, unless a showing is made that either Iran or the
U.S. no longer intends to be bound by its terms, one or both of the parties withdraw pursuant to
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, or the U.S., as in here, elects to invoke the IEEPA
and facially violate its obligations under the Treaty of Amity. 79 Therefore, the deciding factor is
whether the U.S. breach is justified under the circumstances.
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C. Iran’s Behavior Justifies “Emergency” Designation
The U.S. believes that Iran poses an imminent threat to its interests in the Middle East. 80
Nearly six years after the terrorists killed more than 3,000 civilians on American soil, 81 it is but a
matter of course that the Iranian regime’s support of international terrorism, rejection of Israel’s
existence and its pursuit of a nuclear weapon remain formidable concerns to the U.S. 82 In 2002,
President George W. Bush famously branded Iran (along with Iraq and North Korea) as part of
the “Axis of Evil” for its role in sponsoring international terrorism. 83
Iran has in recent years seen the emergence of yet another hard-line, conservative leader
in Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. 84 Ahmadinejad has unnerved the world by pledging to wipe Israel
off the map 85 and by resuming Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle research. 86 Iran’s pursuit of nuclear
energy has become a matter of national pride, while alarming Western experts who believe that
this pursuit will lead to an Iranian nuclear bomb in the near future. 87 Ahmadinejad continues to
marginalize the Iranian people’s stance within the international community by insisting that the
Holocaust was and continues to be mere propaganda on the part of Israel, while also promising a
“world without America.” 88 Ahmadinejad’s comments and ideology evince his intent to
“conquer all the mountaintops of the world” under the pretense of Islam. 89 This ideology was
succinctly expressed by Hassan Abbassi, Ahmadinejad’s Intelligence Adviser, who recently
stated that, “[w]e have a strategy drawn up for the destruction of Anglo-Saxon civilization . . .
[w]e must make use of everything we have at hand to strike at this front by means of our suicide
operations or by means of our missiles.” 90
IV. CONCLUSION
In 1957, when President Eisenhower signed the Treaty of Amity into law, the U.S.
entered into a contract with a markedly different Iran than the present-day Islamic Republic of
Iran. The U.S. foreign policy since the Iran-Contra affair and, more specifically, in light of the
horrific events of September 11, 2001, requires that no American citizen, much less the country
as a whole, have exchanges with a party that either directly or indirectly engages in activities that
jeopardize the security and interests of the U.S. This fact, coupled with the allegations that Iran is
80
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supporting the insurgents in Iraq and its refusal to acquiesce to the calls by the United Nations to
halt its nuclear regime, do not fair well for arguments calling for the implementation of the Treaty
of Amity. In light of the drastic transformation that Iran has undergone over the years, the
“national emergency” designation under the IEEPA justifies the U.S. breach of the Treaty of
Amity. Significantly, however, the fact that the U.S. has not entirely withdrawn from the Treaty
of Amity is a testament to its hopes that the once blissful courtship will be rekindled and Iran will
rejoin the international community as a responsible cultural and economic partner.

Are U.S. Sanctions Working?
Oversight Report Reveals that Government Agencies Do Not Know
Emily Blout 91
I. INTRODUCTION
In January 2008, the Government Accountability Office, which is the investigative arm of
the United States Congress, 92 published with an alarming report. The U.S. government does not
know, the report concluded, whether or not sanctions on Iran are working. 93 Commissioned by
Representative Chris Shays (R-CT) to determine the efficacy of the current U.S. sanctions on
Iran, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that “the overall impact of sanctions,
and the extent to which these sanctions further U.S. objectives, is unclear.” 94
II. ANALYSIS
Despite the sanctions, the Iranian government’s incompetence, and the ever-present
corruption that haunts the Iranian economy, 95 records indicate that Iran’s economy has
experienced consistent growth. 96 Iranian exports, which totaled $8.5 billion in 1987 when U.S.
sanctions began, grew to $70 billion in 2006 and imports grew from $7 billion to $46 billion in
the same period. 97 The government agencies charged with executing the various sanctions
regimes over the last 20 years told GAO investigators they lacked the data and data collection
tools necessary to determine the effects of U.S. sanctions policy on Iran. 98
Still, the U.S. Departments of State and U.S. Department of Treasury contend the
sanctions have created the desired economic squeeze. 99 While none would go so far as to say
they have achieved their ultimate goal of changing the Iranian government’s behavior, the U.S.
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officials argue sanctions have had other broad impacts. For example, sanction laws can serve as a
symbolic tool to signal how seriously the U.S. takes Iran’s proliferation and terrorism financing
activities. 100 The prospect of ever steepening penalties and being added to the U.S. black list of
terrorist financing entities via the Federal Registrar may also force businesses to think twice
before dealing with Iran. But the deterrent power of U.S. sanction laws like ILSA, which
specifically targets Iran’s petroleum sector, 101 is far from clear.
While State Department officials stated to the GAO investigators that there had been no
new final oil and gas investment deals in Iran since 2004, the recent multi-billion dollar Swiss gas
deal raises questions about America’s continued ability to stave off such investments. 102 In its
1998 decision to wave ILSA sanctions on the French Total, the Russian Gazprom and the
Malaysian Petronas for the development of Iran’s South Pars gas field, the State Department
noted the companies were unlikely to abandon their investments because they were insulated
from any practical effect of U.S. sanctions. The State Department also cited the possibility that
the European Union would bring the issue before the World Trade Organization as extraterritorial
application of US law. 103
With energy prices climbing, the Swiss may not be the last U.S. ally to overlook the U.S.Iran policy for economic interests. Desperate to diversify energy supplies and reduce dependence
on Russia and its “pipeline diplomacy,” other European countries may follow suit. The GAO
recommended that the National Security Council work with the Departments of Commerce,
Treasury, State and Energy to perform a baseline assessment of the impact of sanctions, both
unilaterally and internationally, on Iranian behavior. 104
Rep. Shays has since introduced legislation that would require the State Department to
report annually on the efficacy of U.S. sanctions. 105 At a budget hearing in February 2008,
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice admitted she had not read the GAO report. 106 Despite the
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GAO report’s findings, sanctions proponents press on. Impassioned lawmakers, 107 neo-con think
tanks, 108 and pro-Israel groups 109 hope to get additional sanctions legislation passed in the near
future, and it appears that their chances look good. 110
III. CONCLUSION
The GAO’s report to the Congress concluding that the U.S. government does not know
whether or not sanctions on Iran are working should be of great concern to the U.S government
and the Iranian-American community. Although there is a lack of thorough studies on the effects
of U.S. sanction laws on Iran, the public records indicate that the Iranian economy is seeing a
steady growth despite the Iranian government’s incompetence and the U.S. sanction laws. On the
surface, it appears unilateral U.S. sanction laws are not achieving their intended goals. However,
it is evident that a thorough assessment of the impact of sanctions, both unilaterally and
internationally, on Iranian behavior must be conducted before any additional sanction laws are
enacted by the Congress.
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Persian Artifacts Case: An Insider’s Perspective
Babback Sabahi 111
"Persian Artifacts Case" is an umbrella caption referring to two series of cases pending
before federal district courts in Illinois and Massachusetts (both designated Rubin v. The Islamic
Republic of Iran). In both cases, relatives of victims of terrorism in the Middle East won default
judgments for damages in U.S. federal courts against the Iranian government and are seeking to
satisfy their judgments from the sale of certain archeological artifacts of Iranian origin held by
various museums in Chicago and Boston.
The plaintiffs in these cases claim that these artifacts belong to Iran, and are therefore
subject to attachment and execution in satisfaction of the judgments that they hold against Iran.
Further, the plaintiffs claim that under the relevant provisions of the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act of 1976 112 (“FSIA”) and the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002, 113 sovereign
immunity does not attach to these artifacts. The Islamic Republic of Iran (“Iran”) has only
acknowledged the ownership of the artifacts held by the Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago, also known as the Persepolis Collection, and has appeared in the relevant proceedings to
assert its sovereign immunity, and defend the case on merits.
The proceedings involving the Persepolis Collection are currently in the discovery stage.
Assuming no extensions will be granted, Iran is required to produce by August 30, 2008 various
documents that the plaintiffs allege would help them prove their arguments regarding nonapplicability of sovereign immunity. The struggle over the scope of discovery still continues.
Recently, Iran filed an appeal to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago from the federal
district court’s grant of plaintiffs’ motion for general asset discovery.
In another terrorism-related case, Peterson v. The Islamic Republic of Iran, 114 the
Plaintiffs-Judgment Creditors obtained a default judgment in excess of $2 billion. The creditors
recently registered their judgment with the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois
hearing the Persian Artifacts case, seeking to share in the proceeds from the potential sale of the
artifacts to satisfy their judgment. This case has been consolidated with the Rubin action and is
now before Judge Blanche Manning of that court. The new plaintiffs, however, still follow their
own separate strategy and have appealed to the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals from the
District Court’s denial of their motion to appoint a receiver for the Artifacts.
After discovery, the parties will brief the court on their arguments, and the court will then
be able to rule on Iran’s Motion to Declare Property Exempt (treated by the court as a motion to
dismiss), which will almost certainly be appealed by the losing party. The court’s ruling on the
motion to dismiss will be a seminal decision on the immunity of cultural property belonging to
foreign states from attachment or execution in civil judgments. As such the court’s ruling would
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be of utmost significance to foreign countries which traditionally have been the source countries
of archeological artifacts, as well as to U.S. museums and cultural institutes which hold such
property on loan from foreign states.
Mayer Brown, LLP will file an amicus brief in this case on behalf of the National Iranian
American Council (NIAC) encouraging the court to uphold the exempt status of the Iranian
artifacts under the FSIA. Such ruling would be consistent with contemporary trends in the
protection of cultural property as demonstrated by U.S. federal and state laws, and international
treaties.
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